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On August 29, 2012 a sale transaction opened with one of our sister companies 
at a San Rafael, California office for $3.645 million. The contract was delivered 
by the selling agent along with an earnest money check in the amount of 
$1,822,500 – not the actual check, but a copy of the check. It was a personal 
check with the remitter’s address crossed through and changed.

The contract called for the following:
“Buyer is to deposit a new check for escrow within one day of acceptance. Escrow 
shall verify deposit is good and available for purchase of subject property within 
5 days of acceptance. Balance of purchase price to be valid and be deposited 
upon releasing of inspection contingency.”

  Continue reading->

It’s Summer Time,
It’s Time to FARM!

It’s now easier than ever using 
Chicago Title’s eFARM!

Featured Product

The power of Chicago Title’s eFarm software is just a click away 
and is now available on your Premier Service account.

Our eFarm technology allows you to:

• Create single or Multiple blocks on the same map
• Print Farm Reports anytime you need them
• Download Data in Spreadsheet format
• Data can be imported into other Commonly Used

Farm Management Software
• Target Marketing by Mapping and Personalizing your

own farms
• Email your Farm to your printer anytime, anywhere

Use of eFARM requires an active account with Chicago Title’s 
Premier Service, to register, simply click on the link below to 
sign up or call your local representative:

www.Premier.CTICcom

June Facts & Events 2013
1. June Birthstones:  Pearl, Alexandrite and Moonstone
2. Zodiac Signs: Gemini - 05/21 - 06/20,  

Cancer  - 06/21 - 07/22
3. June Flowers of the month:  Honeysuckle and the Rose 
4. Veggies for the month of June:  Asparagus, Artichokes, Salad 

Greens, New Potatoes, and Green Beans 
5. Fruits for the month of June:  Strawberries, Gooseberries, 

Cherries, and Grapes
6. June is the beginning of the Atlantic Hurrricane Season
7. June 14 - United States Flag Day
8. June is Candy Month
9. June is National Turkey Lover’s Month
10. June, named after Juno, the goddess of marriage
11. June 16 - Father’s Day

E S C R O W  C O R N E R
NOT-so-Mastermind...



The escrow officer did not know how to verify a copy of the check, so she 
sent it to our National Escrow Administration team. The National Escrow 
Administrator called the issuing bank’s fraud hotline which confirmed 
the account the check was drawn from was not a valid, open account. The 
National Escrow Administrator informed the escrow officer the check was 
written from an invalid account and was therefore not acceptable.

The escrow officer was told that the buyer would have to send any funds to 
our Company via wire transfer. The escrow officer informed the buyer and 
her agent that the check would not be deposited and the Company would 
only accept a wire transfer. Many response email messages ensued from 
the buyer, including a number of messages insisting Fidelity’s wire transfer 
information was invalid and not an open account. The escrow officer was 
instructed to resign from the transaction.

Fast forward a few days to September 4th, Chicago Title’s office in Oakland, 
CA receives a purchase contract with a sale price of $3.645 million on the 
same property. The buyer and her agent appear in person, and deposit a 
personal check in the amount of $1,822,500 along with the contract.

A Chicago Title assistant receipts in the check and provides a copy to the 
buyer and agent. They leave and the assistant turns the file over to the 
escrow officer for review. In reviewing the contract, the escrow officer 
reads this condition and becomes suspicious:

   “Buyer is to deposit a new check for escrow within one day of 
acceptance. Escrow shall verify deposit is good and available for purchase of 
subject property within 5 days of acceptance. Balance of purchase price to be 
valid and be deposited upon releasing of inspection contingency.”

The escrow officer intercepts the check in the amount of $1,822,500 
before it is deposited and sends a copy of the check to our National Escrow 
Administrator. The National Escrow Administrator recognizes the issuing 
bank and the buyer’s name as the remitter. It is a personal check and the 
remitter’s address is crossed through and changed.

To ensure the bank is aware of the second occurrence the National Escrow 
Administrator calls the issuing bank, who once again confirms the check 
is not drawn on a valid, open account and should not be deposited. The 
National Escrow Administrator informs the escrow officer of the previous 
transaction at the San Rafael office and tells the escrow officer the check is 
not valid and that we will only accept wire transfers from this buyer.

The escrow officer informs the buyer and her agent (who is the same agent 
as the previous transaction) the check has been voided and will not be 
deposited. She provides the wire transfer information.

The buyer sends the following email addressed to the escrow officer:

  “IT’S TOO LATE!!! I already have my escrow account that is open and 
active until closing next week, September 21st. You cannot void my check 
because you are not the “account holder” of my account, I am!!! Only I can 
“void” my checks, not you!!! Read the attached receipt, my initial deposit was 
sent through to your “Cost Center at WF Bank”, while I was there in your office, 
as was the balance that I sent to your assistant. I sent a faxed copy of my

check #425 (Balance Paid) so that your assistant can process it the same 
way as she did the initial deposit. The attached receipt read that my check 
was processed and there is currently no outstanding balance in my escrow 
account. CONFIRM WITH YOUR BANK, and my escrow account. FUNDS WILL 
NOT BE DISTRIBUTED TO THE SELLERS UNTIL I SIGN AND AUTHORIZE!!!! 
Looking forward to hearing from you soon in regards to the above, and after 
reading and confirming the attached receipt.(sic)”

The escrow officer did not respond and no second check ever arrived, 
much less a wire transfer. Instead the escrow officer received a notice 
from the real estate agent’s attorney stating the real estate brokerage and 
agent had terminated their relationship with the buyer, and any future 
communication was to be directed to the attorney. The escrow officer 
resigned as escrow holder and immediately cancelled her file.

Fast forward again to December 12th, the same buyer (different property 
and different agent) deposits a contract into escrow with another sister 
company of ours in Danville, CA. The contract was for $2.4 million along 
with two personal checks with the remitter’s address crossed out and 
an entirely new address handwritten in its place. The checks are in the 
amount of $2 million and $407,000.

Another officer in the branch opens the transaction and creates receipts 
for each check. This time the buyer provides “proof of funds” by handing 
the escrow officer a screen shot of a bank account balance with no account 
holder name showing a balance of $15.6 million dollars and a screen shot 
of a bank account in the buyer’s name showing a balance of $12.6 million 
dollars.

The officer provides the buyer and agent with copies of the receipts and 
then hands the entire package over to the designated escrow officer. 
Again the contract calls for the escrow agent to verify funds on deposit. 
The escrow officer does not know how to verify funds on deposit, because 
under privacy laws the banks do not release that type of information to 
escrow agents.

Once again, the escrow officer forwards copies of both checks to our 
National Escrow Administrator who demands she immediately resign from 
the transaction, explaining the details of the two previous transactions 
opened at offices of our sister company and Chicago Title. The escrow 
officer sent out her resignation notice letting the buyer and agents know 
the transaction had been cancelled, and that the checks were voided and 
returned to the remitter. Then, she was deluged by a series of threatening 
emails and voicemails from the buyer demanding the checks be deposited 
and the transaction be closed.

The National Escrow Administrator conducted some research and 
discovered the perpetrator might be using the stolen identification and 
stolen checks of another person. Luckily in all three transactions, the 
company did not lose much time in shutting the transactions down – 
allowing the sellers to put their houses back on the market and enabling 
the agents to stop working on deals that were never going to close. 

Let Chicago Title protects your reputation and business that you have 
worked so hard for, always insist on choosing Chicago Title.

ChicagoBlog is proudly brought to you by the Chicago Title’s Division II Marketing Team. 
If you have any questions, concerns or comments, please email to Sophia.Chan@ctt.com. 
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